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The UFC 205 is creating its long-awaited come to the state, and swing on a show within the celebrated Madison sq. Garden for the primary time.

Needless to mention, the UFC is promoting the show in an exceedingly major means, and well it ought to. The event, that takes place Gregorian calendar month. twelve at flavouring with a main card on pay-per-view following prelims on FS1 and UFC Fight Pass, could be a rare six-fight main card – and has 3 title fights.

**UFC 205 Live Stream**

If you look into a number of the names UN agency are going to be fighting on the prelims, it’s slightly mind boggling: Rashad Evans vs. Tim Kennedy … Frankie King of Great Britain vs. Jeremy Stephens … archangel Johnson vs. Khabib Nurmagomedov … Thiago Alves vs. Jim Miller … and that’s simply the beginning of it.

Ahead of **UFC 205 Live**, the promotion on Sat free a slick new business preview. And despite the foremost stars at the highest of the bill featured prominently within the spot, the UFC created certain to build town of latest House of York and the celebrated “Garden” even as a lot of the celebs.

In the video on top of, inspect the preview for UFC 205, which is able to see light-weight champ Eddie Alvarez place his title up against featherweight champion Conor McGregor, UN agency is trying to create history; welterweight champ Tyron Woodley seizing contestant writer Thompson; and women’s strawweight champ Joanna Jedrzejczyk meeting Karolina Kowalkiewicz.


Conor McGregor are going to be formally confirmed to face Eddie Alvarez for the UFC light-weight title at UFC 205 in ny.

The Irish person can have an opportunity to become the primary UFC fighter to carry belts in 2 weight divisions at Madison sq. Garden on Gregorian calendar month twelve.
It will be the primary card to be command in ny within the organisation's history once a battle over the past decade for the game to be legalised in ny State.

Other championship fights can embrace Tyron Woodley vs writer Thompson within the welterweight category and Joanna Jedrzejczyk and Karolina Kowalkiewicz for the strawweight belt.

Watch 'Live Like Legends' UFC 205 promo, that makes NYC the star aboard title fighters